• Regardless what may or may not happened in the future there is a telling Regional Story developing

• A Regional Story
  • One of leadership (Energy Pipelines, National & Regional Housing, National & Regional Transit, AT and Transportation Priorization)
  • One of Regional Planning (Growth Plan – density, 2 new policy areas, CR = cake!)
  • One of Regional Collaboration
  • One of Regional Advocacy (Senate Standing Committee, Collaborate 2 Compete, Joint AAMDC/AUMA/CRP Meetings)
  • One of Regional Engagement (eg. UDI, business, UofA, NAIT) – Growing the relationships
• Still Love this slide

• Successes
  • REFs 7 of 7 approved none outstanding
  • Energy Corridor Master Plan
  • Regional Economic Development
  • Housing Symposium
  • Our Affordable Future Challenge
  • Housing Needs Assessments
  • Specialized Transit Needs Assessment
  • Transportation Priorization List – AT leaning in
  • Edm Metro Region GP
  • Regional Engagement
  • New Website
  • Complete Policy Update and Governance Manual
  • Delivered with 900k less
• Tone
• Came to work every meeting
• Tackled the tough issues
• Asked the tough questions
• Members have a better understanding and respect for each other's challenges
• Provided the region as a shared, but separate, platform for planning and best practices
• Chance to lead the region and unlock our potential